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Sampling Series Approximation of 
Continuous Weak Sense Stationary Processes 
WOLFGANG SPLETTSTOSSER 
Lehrstuhl A f~'r Mathematik, Rheinisch-WestfElische 
Technische Hochschule Aachen, Aachen, West Germany 
The Shannon sampling theorem is proved for weak sense stationary stochastic 
processes using the theory of integral functions of exponential type. Estimates 
together with rates of convergence are given for the error which arises when a non- 
bandlimited random signal function is approximated by its sampling series 
expansion. The construction of certain generalized sampling series leads to a better 
behaviour of approximation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Shannon sampling theorem, well-known in signal theory since it 
provides the basis for digital signal processing, states that any bandlimited 
function with highest frequency 7rW can be represented from its sampled 
values at instances k /W by its sampling series 
where si{t} = sin t/t, t --/= O, and si{0} = 1. 
As signal functions are often of random character since they cannot bear 
any information if they are predictable for any time t, they are usually 
modelled as stationary random processes. In this framework, random signals 
may also be represented in the form (1.1), where the limit is to be taken in 
the mean. The latter assertion has been investigated in several papers 
(Balakrishnan, 1957, Lloyd, 1959, among others) using different ypes of 
proof. For further papers dealing with the sampling theorem we refer to the 
review article by Jerri (1977). 
In case that the signal (random or not) is not bandlimited, Eq. (1.1) does 
hold only approximately. This has been shown for deterministic functions, 
e.g., by Brown (1967), Butzer and Splettst6sser (1977), and for random 
signals by Brown (1978) by using essentially the fact that the Fourier 
transform of the autocorrelation function of the corresponding random 
process is absolutely Lebesgue integrable on the whole real line N. 
The aim of the present paper is threefold. Firstly, we give a proof of the 
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sampling theorem for random signal functions, by using some properties of 
integral functions of exponential type. Secondly, we investigate an estimate 
for the error arising if a random signal function which is not necessarily 
bandlimited is approximated by sampling series of type (1.1). The advantage 
in comparison to results of Brown (1978) is that we do not need to put 
assumptions on the transform of the autocorrelation function but on the 
smoothness of the process instead. Furthermore, we are able to establish a 
result on the rate of approximation, that is, on the speed of convergence of a 
sequence of sampling series (with parameter W) to the given process. 
Thirdly, we study generalized sampling series based on certain convolution 
processes. It will be shown that especially sampling functions based on the 
convolution integral of de La Vall6e Poussin have a good behaviour of 
convergence for non-bandlimited random signals. 
This research was carried out under the DFG "Schwerpunktprogramm 
Digitale Signalverarbeitung" (Bu 166/35, 36), which is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
2. THE SAMPLING THEOREM 
Let us first introduce the function spaces LP(P), 1 ~ p ~ oo, of complex- 
valued measurable functions on P, which are pth power integrable or essen- 
tially bounded, respectively, endowed with the norm 
t [f(u)[ p du 1 <. p < oo, N/ll  := 
[[f[loo := ess sup [f(u)]. 
UG~ 
The most convenient method to define bandlimited signal functions f is to 
assume that f C L2(~) is represented by the Fourier inversion integral 
f ( t )= l-~-( ~w F(v)ei~tdv (tE ~), (2.1) 
~/~ J-~w 
where F(v) is the Fourier (or Fourier-Plancherel) transform of f having 
bounded support [-~zW, 7cW]; in this ease l  is said to be bandlimited with 
cut-off requency ~W. On the other hand, it is known from the Paley-Wiener 
theorem (see, e.g., Achieser, 1967) that the validity of (2.1) is equivalent to f 
belonging to the space B~w,2, where B,~,p, a > 0, 1 ~< p ~< oo, denotes the 
space of all entire functions of exponential type a, which are in LP([R), when 
restricted to the real axis. 
For later evaluations it is useful to regive Shannon's ampling theorem in 
the general setting of functions in B,w.p. 
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THEOREM 2.1. 
t~R 
(a) I f f  EB~w,pfor some pC [1, oo), then uniformly in 
f(t) = ~ f si{z~(Wt-- k)}. (2.2) 
k= --cx3 
(b) I f  f E B~w,~ satisfies I 
f(t)=c~(Itl -~) ( It l~ ~)  (2.3) 
for some 5 > O, then (2.2) again holds uniformly in t E ~. 
Part (a) of Theorem 2.1 for 1 ~< p ~< 2 follows directly from the sampling 
theorem in the usual form when one recalls the inclusion 
B~,pcB~,q (~r > 0, l<~p<~q<~m). (2.4) 
The proof of part (b) is given in Splettst6sser, Stens, and Wilmes (1981); 
part (a) for the cases 2 < p < m follows in a similar way with the help of 
(2.4) and the inequality (see Nikol'skii, 1975, p. 123) 
Ilfll~ ~ (2~r) -~/2 sup th 
uEf~ ( 
~< (1 + hty)[Ifll~, 
valid for any f C B~,p and h > O. 
I 1/p ]f(kh -- u)f 
~= ~ (2.5) 
Note that the growth condition (2.3) is necessary for the convergence of
the sampling series in (2.2). Inequality (2.5), which we need in the sequel 
too, states in particular that for any M>0,  u E~,  the sequence 
{f(kh - U)}k~_~ belongs to the space lp of sequences {Sk} with 
l lip Ils~ll,~ := [Ski p <oo,  l<p< oo, 
k= - ~ (2.6) 
IIs~ll,o~ := sup Iskl < oo. 
-oo<k~oo 
Examples satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are the sampling 
function (Dirichlet kernel) si{x} itself, which belongs to B1. p for any 
p ~ (1, oo] and the kernel function O(x) of the de La Vall~e Poussin means, 
defined by 
O(x) = 4 sin(x/2) sin(3x/2)., (2.7) 
V/~ x 2 
1The ~-notation means that If(t)[.It] ~ is bounded by some constant M (d~-constant) 
uniformly for [tl>/T, T> 0. 
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it belongs to B2, l and therefore to B2, p for any p ~ [1, oo] because of 
inclusion (2.4). 
When dealing with random signals one uses stochastic processes which are 
stationary in the weak sense as a model. If the underlying probability space 
is given by ((2, sg, P), a random process Y=X(t )=X( t ,  co), defined on 
l~ × (2, is called weak sense stationary (w.s.s.), if its autocorrelation function 
Rx,x(t, t + r) := ~ X(t, co) X(t + r, co) dP(co) (2.8) 
is independent of t ~ ~: Rx,x(t, t + r )= Rx(r ). It is clear that one has to 
assume that X belongs to d ,  the space of processes with 
i1/2 IJx(t)Ht : :  lfr~ Ix(t, 09)12 dP(co) < 0o. (2.9) 
For w.s.s, processes the norm in (2.9) is independent of t @ ~ and equals the 
square-root of Rx(O ). A w.s.s, process X ~ S is said to be bandlimited to the 
interval [--ztW, zEW], if R x belongs to B=w,p for some p E [1, 2]. In this 
setting, the following amplification of the sampling theorem holds for 
random signals. 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  the autocorrelation function of the w.s.s, process X 
belongs to B~w,p for some W> 0 and p C [1, 2], then 
X(t, co) = 1.i.m. ~. X -~, co si{z~(Wt - k)}. (2.10) 
k=- -N  
The symbol 1.i.m. denotes as usual the limit in the mean defined by norm 
(2.9). 
Proof. 
and a finite sampling sum, namely, 
x( t ) -  x sif (wt- k)/ 
k=- -N  
=Rx(0)-2 k=-N Rx(t-- sit (Wt-k)/ 
+ ~ ~ Rx - si{zr(Wt- k)} si{~r(Wt-j)}. 
k=-N j=-N 
One starts with the calculation of the mean square difference of X 
(2.11) 
643/50/3-4 
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Since Rx, and therefore Rx(u-  t), belongs to B~w,p as a function of t for 
each u C N, one has for the second sum in (2.11), by setting u = t, 
N 
lira ~, 
N-}oO k= --N 
1 ~ k 
For the calculation of the double series in (2.11) we use that the sequence 
Rx(k/W ) belongs to F, and si{zc(Wt-k)} to l s for any s > 1. Young's 
inequality (see, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz, 1958, p. 529) then yields that 
the sequence 
belongs to l q with 1/q = lip + 1/s - 1 > 0, and satisfies 
Ilhllt~< Rx (W)  t~llsi{zc(Wt-k)}llzs" (2.13) 
Thus by H61der's inequality it follows that the double series in (2.11) is 
absolutely convergent, so that one calculates 
lim ~ ~ Rx - - -~ si{~(Wt-k)}si{~(Wt-- j)} 
N--*oO k=- -N  j=  --N 
= lim ~, R x ( t -  s i l~(Wt-k)}=Rx(O ). 
N~ct3 k= --N 
So difference (2.11) tends to zero for N tending to infinity; this already 
proves the assertion of Theorem 2.2. 
Using Theorem 2.1(a) for p ~ (1, oo) or part (b) of this sampling theorem, 
one can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 to derive the following more 
general sampling theorem for random signal functions. 
COROLLARY 2.3. I f  the autocorrelation function of the w.s.s, process X 
belongs to B~w,pfor some W > 0 and some p E [1, oo), or to B~w,o o provided 
(2.3) is additionally satisfied for some 6 > O, then the sampling expansion 
(2.10) holds. 
Note that in the B~,,~-case the validity of (2.3) yields that Rx(k/W) 
belongs to Ip for any p > 1/6. This particular case of Corollary 2.3 is 
basically used in the sequel. 
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3. APPROXIMATION BY SAMPLING SERIES 
In many situations the assumption of bandlimitation is not fulfilled 
exactly, or the correct bandwidth is unknown. Therefore one is interested in 
the error which arises when a not necessarily bandlimited signal function is 
represented by its sampling series of type (1.I) built up with a presumed 
bandwidth parameter W > 0. Brown (1978) investigated an estimate for this 
often called aliasing error by reducing condition (2.1) of bandlimitation by 
the condition that f, respectively, R x, is representable by an infinite Fourier 
inversion integral involving an integrable Fourier transform. Our procedure 
is to weaken the assumption of finite bandwidth without using the Fourier 
transform by assuming smoothness conditions on the process; they provide 
the evaluation of a rate of convergence for W tending to infinity. In this 
connection note that any Rx@B~w,p is infinitely often differentiable, 
whereas we need only assume that the process X belongs to the Lipschitz 
class 
f i PLa :={XEt ;co( f ,X ,  fi)<~Lfi ~} (O<a~<l) ,  
where co( f  ;X; 3) := suprhl<~ IIX(t + h) - x(t)lI~e is a modulus of continuity 
i.m., and L > 0 the Lipschitz constant. From X E S ip  L a it follows that X is 
continuous i.m. but need not be differentiable i.m.; further it follows that R x 
is uniformly continuous but it need not be differentiable (see SplettstSsser, 
1981). 
For reasons of proof let us introduce the convolution process of X C t 
and a function g E L 1 defined by 
1 
X • g(t, co):= ~ ( X(u, co) g ( t -  u) du, 
Vz~r d --00 
the autocorrelation function of which turns out to be 
Rx,~ (0 = Rx * g • g(~) 
in case X is w.s.s., where the symbol * here denotes the usual convolution of 
deterministic functions. By taking in particular for g the functions 
Oo(t)=pO(pt), where 0 is defined in (2.7), one knows that the family of 
convolution processes X .  0 o approximates the continuous process X in the 
mean; moreover, if the rth derivative i.m. X (r) of X, rC  P= {0, 1,2,...}, 
X (°) := X, belongs to f ipLa, then 
[Ix(t) -x  • O.(t)[l~ < cp - r -~  (3.1) 
with c = (4/3 + 2 V/3/70 V/~/2 L3 '~ (compare SplettstSsser, 1981). 
We are now in the position to prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. I f  the w.s.s, process X is r times differentiable i.m. for  
some r E P with X(r) E f ipLa  for  some a C (0, 1], and if R x satisfies (2.3) 
for  some cS E (0, 1], then for  W~ 0o 
I l x ( t ) -  ~ x si{~(wt- k)}ll~ = o(w -~-~ log w~. (3.2) 
k= -c~ 
Proof  Since the function 0 defined in (2.7) belongs to B2,p, and 
therefore 0 o E B,~w, 1 for p=xW/2 ,  the convolution theorem implies that 
X .  0 o satisfies the assumptions of Corollary 2.3. This suggests that the 
difference in (3.2) be split up as 
4 IIx(t) - x ,  Oo(t)ll~, 
+ k~o~ (x (~)-x,o o (-~))si{~(wt-k)} 
:=E  1 q -E2 ,  
t 
(3.3) 
where an estimate of E 1 is already given by (3.1). The second part of the 
error in (3.3) is calculated to be 
E~= ~' x - 2Rx* Oo 
k=-o~ j=-oo  
• I s i{~(wt -  k)} s i{=(wt - J ) t l .  
If the constant of estimate (2.3) for R x is M, then (2.3) also holds for the 
function 
R(r) := Rx(r) -- 2Rx * 0o(r) + Rx * 0 o * 0o(r) (3.5) 
for each p /> l  (W~>2/~) with constant c<~16M+19Rx(O);  compare 
Splettst6sser, Stens, and Wilmes (1981). This implies that the sequence 
{R(k)}k~=_oo belongs to l p for each p> 1/cS. Defining the sequence 
{h(j)}~=_~ as in (2.12), but substituting R x by R of (3.5) there, one has by 
Young's inequality that {h(j)}j"=_~ belongs to l ° with 1/q = l ip + 1 /s -  1, 
and 
llhlb.~ R l l s i{~(wt - j ) lbs  
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for some s > 1. Let us now choose p = log N for a positive integer N > e ~/6 
(to be specialized later on), and s=21ogN/(21ogN-1)> 1. Since 
lip + 1/s = 1, as a direct calculation shows, H61der's inequality ields 
E~ 4 It h I1,o II s i{~(wt  - j )}lb~ 
(3.6) 
4 R ( J) , l ls i{~(wt-j)}l J~,.  
For the calculation of the second norm in (3.6) we make use of the estimate 
(compare Splettst6sser, Stens, and Wilmes, 1981). 
s [si{zt(Wt- k)}[ s ~< 1 + 
k=-oo S--1 
This leads to 
1 ~ 2/s S .2/s 
= (2 log N) (21°gN-l)/l°gN ~ 4(log N) 2. 
The/P-norm of {R (j/W) }~ _ o0 is estimated with the triangular inequality by 
IJI>N 
~< (2N+ 1) 1/p sup 
jeZ 
[2N l -'~P] 
4e"°g(2N+I)J/'°~NllX--X * O°ll~ +cW~ \ 6p -  1 / 
<. 2e [,X-- Y . O,,l]~ + cem~N:~ (~. - )  - ~/p 
1/p 
~/p 
(3.7) 
If one assumes W>~e I/(~/2+r+°~, and determines N such that N= 
[W 1+2(r+~)/~] + 1 > e 2/~, with [a] being the greatest integer less than or 
equal to a, then estimate (3.7) leads to 
R (--~) lp<~2e]]X--X.Oo]]2+ 2eeW -2r 2% 
Using estimate (3.1), one finally deduces for the second part E 2 of the 
approximation error 
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E2 ~ 2 v /~ l°g  N I (~--'- + n 
f 
l/2 
+ 16M + 19Rx(0 ) W . . . .  . 
L 2 3 2~ 
(3.8) 
Substituting again the integer N determined above and putting estimates 
(3.1) and (3.8) together, one arrives at the desired result 
Ew(X )<. c' W-r-a log W, 
valid for any W > e 1/¢~/2+r+~), where the ~Y-constant c' can be estimated by 
[ 4V/  ] (3  2 Vtfl 1/2 - - r -a  
e'< + n 3=L 
+4V/~ (1 r+a\  + ~ )  {16M + 19Rx(O)} '/2. 
Apart from the aliasing error considered in Theorem 3.1 the truncation 
error is one of the errors widely considered in sampling theory. This error 
arises when a signal function is approximated by a finite sampling sum. For 
random signals it is defined by 
Twjv(X) := X(t)-- k U=~-uX (-~) si{rt(wt-k)} t '  (3.9) 
where the parameter W is fixed in case the signal is bandlimited with highest 
frequency nW. For an estimate of Tw, N for bandlimited signals see the 
references in the review of Jerri (1977). In case the bandwidth is unknown, it 
has been estimated in dependence on both parameters W and N by Honda 
(1978), Splettst6sser, Stens, and Wilmes (1981); see also Butzer and 
Splettst6sser (1980). 
Let us mention, without going too far into details, that the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 also leads tO an estimate of the error defined in (3.9). One 
therefore has to evaluate (p = nW/2) 
TW,N(X) <~ IlX(t) - X • Oo(t)l[t 
+ kU=~N (2( ( ; ) - -X*  0 o (k))si{n(Wt_k)} 
+ ~ X,  0 o (k~]si{n(Wt-k)} 1" 
Lkl >N \ , , /  
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As in (3.4), the calculation of the second norm in (3.10) leads to the 
definition of a function R(r) slightly modified in comparison to (3.5), for 
which order (2.3) still holds but with a different constant. Under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 this will finally lead to the estimate 
TW,N(X)=cY(IogN(W -r-~ + WaN-~)) (W,N+ 0o). 
4. GENERALIZED SAMPLING SERIES 
In the proceeding section we already introduced the convolution process 
based on the kernel function of the de La Vall6e Poussin means. Now, we 
will make use of this kernel and even general bandlimited kernel functions in 
order to construct sampling series which will approximate not necessarily 
bandlimited processes better than the classical ones. This means in particular 
that we are going to look for sampling functions which yield a rate of 
convergence which does not include the diverging log W-factor; the 
procedure will be comparable to that of Splettst6sser (1978) in the deter- 
ministic case. First of all, let us give a slight modification of a result in Stens 
(1980) concerning the discretization of convolution integrals. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
Proof. 
tations 
For any fl C B~w,p, 1 <~ p <~ oo, and f2 ~ B~w,~ one has 
1 ~ f l  (k ) f2  ( t -k )  • (4.1) 
f~ * f2( t ) -  x /~W k=-co 
In case 1 ~ p ~< 2 the functions f/, i=  1, 2, have the represen- 
t 1 ~7~W 
(tC ~, i=  1,2) 
with Fourier transforms FiCL2(~); thus result (4.1) follows directly from 
Theorem 1 of Stens (1980). If f, c B=w,p for some p > 2, then f l  belongs to 
B~w,.; this implies that the function fl(t)si{zcet} belongs to B.(w+~),2, so 
that 
0O 
1 f fl(u) s i{~u}f2(t_u)d u 
 il -£zlf  t 
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holds. As both the infinite integral on the left as well as the infinite series on 
the right hand side are absolutely convergent, uniformly in e > 0, the limit 
c--* 0 delivers the desired assertion (4.1). 
The following general result on the discretization of convolution processes 
can be derived on the basis of Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. If  g EB~w,1 then for any w.s.s, process X(t) with 
RxEB~w,;, l~<p~<~,  
1.i.m. 1 • X g t-- =X,  g(t). (4.2) 
N--+ cx) V /~ m k : - N 
Proof. 
X,  g and its discrete form one evaluates 
X, 1 ~' X (~kw)g (t-~kw) 
g(t) ve 
2 ~ Rx*.g t - -~  
= Rx ,  g ,  g(O) W k : -N  
1 Z ZRx gt  
"~- ~ W k=-N j : -N  
For the mean square difference between the convolution process 
k ) (4.3) g t - - -~  
Since R x belongs to B~w,p, so does R x • g, so that Lemma 4.1 yields both 
1 ~ R x (--~)g (t---~) (4.4) Rx g(t) 
"'~ W k=-oo  
as well as 
1 ~ Rx*g  (k )  g ( t _k )  (4.5) 
R x*g*g( t ) -  V /~W k=- 
for each t CIR. Thus (4.5) obviously implies that the second term on the 
right side of formula (4.3) tends to --2R x * g * g(O) for N~ oo. For the 
evaluation of the double series in (4.3) one uses Young's inequality as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 to yield the interchange of the limits. Therefore, 
equality (4.4) leads to the value R x • g * g(O) for the last term in (4.3). This 
already completes the proof. 
As the discrete form of the convolution process in (4.2) may be looked 
upon as a generalized sampling series, we try to use such series to approx- 
imate a given random signal. 
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THEOREM 4.3. I f  the w.s.s, process X(t) & continuous i.m. at some point 
t o C ~, then one has for g ~ Bo, 1 with f~-o~ g(t)dt = V/~ that 
v /~W k=-oo 
~[[x(t)-X.g,w/~,(t)ltt{l+(2+~z)[lg]J~}--,o (w-~ oo). (4.6) 
The functions g~w/~ are given as in Section 3 by go(t) = pg(pt), p > O. 
Proof If the inequality in (4.6) is valid then the convergence to zero 
follows at once from a result of Splettst6sser (1981). Since X is continuous 
i.m. at t o ~ ~, its autocorrelation R x is uniformly continuous and bounded 
on the whole line ~. Therefore, R x • go * go belongs to B~w.o o for p = z~W/a, 
so that one deduces from Lemma 4.2, by substituting X * go for X and go for 
g, that 
A w(X; g):= X(t) V /~ W k:-o~ 
<<. ] IX(t) -X* go(t)llt + I l x ,  go( t ) -x*  go * go(t)[[s 
1 
Noting that II X ,g t l t  ~< ][xIl• II gll~, one easily derives 
- -  go t - - -~  ]IX- Aw(X;g)<~ l+l lgrl ,+v/~w k=-~ x ,  0oils. 
Inequality (2.5) now delivers estimate (4.6). 
With the aid of Theorem 4.3 one is able to construct a number of various 
sampling series which approximate continuous w.s.s, processes as well as do 
the corresponding sequences of convolution processes. We restrict ourselves 
to the consideration of the sampling series which is built up by choosing the 
kernel function g= 0 of the de La Vall6e Poussin means; for further 
amplifications we refer to the examples given by Butzer and Nessel (1971); 
see also Splettst6sser (1978). These sampling series, given by 
3 ~. X (-~)si  14(Wt - -k ) lx i  l~(Wt -k ) I , (4 .7 )  Sw(X; t) := ~-- k= - 
are favourable since the de La Vall6e Poussin means themselves behave like 
the best approximation for integral functions of exponential type. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. I f  the rth derivative i.m. of  the w.s.s, process X belongs 
to f ipL  a for  some r E P, a E (0, 1 ], then 
I[X(t) - Sw(X; t)[[~ = c~(W - ' - '~)  (m-- ,  oo). (4.8) 
The proof of Corol lary 4.4 is an easy consequence of (4.6) and (3.1); the 
~-constant  turns out to be smaller than 20 L3'~(zc/2) . . . .  . Note that in our 
particular example the diverging factor log IV, contained in the order of 
estimate (3.2), could indeed be omitted; so the new sampling series (4.7) 
have a better behaviour of approximation than the classical ones. 
Let us finally add some remarks on the possibil ity of applying (4.8) in 
signal processing. Assume that a random signal function of unknown 
bandwidth has to be reconstructed from equidistantly spaced sampled values, 
where the maximal error allowed is a certain magnitude M. If it is 
appropriate to assume that the corresponding w.s.s, process X is differen- 
tiable i.m. for some t o C ~, then one can bring Corol lary 4.4 into play with 
r = 0, a = 1, and L = IlXFl~; this implies that it suffices to take samples 
every M/ (40 flxll~) second in order to keep the error beneath the level M. 
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